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ABSTRACT basin. The normal operating alignment for the
Essential Service Water system (ESW), of which the

A time-dependent model of the Byron Nuclear UHS is the final heat exchanger, is to have two of the
Generation Station safety-related cooling towers has four available pumps taking suction from the basins,
been developed for use with the Byron PRA (IPE). The circulating flow throughout the various heat
model can either be run in a stand-alone program with exchangers of both units, and returning the heated
externally supplied heat loads, or can be directly water to the spray headers of the cooling towers.
coupled into MAAP (Modular Accident Analysis
Program). The primary feature of the model is a The three fundamental parameters governing
careful tracking of the basin temperature through the overall UHS performance are basin temperature, flow
progression of different severe accidents. Heat rates through the plant heat exchangers, and system
removal rates from containment, both from inventory. Basin temperature is dependent upon the
containment fan-coolers and the residual heat removal heat loads, ambient weather conditions, tower heat
system, are determined by the feed-back of this time- removal characteristics, and, although not normally
varying return temperature. Also, the inventory of the considered, the total water system inventory.
basin is tracked in time, and this is controlled by Operability of the four ESW pumps and ability to
make-up, evaporative losses due to the heat load cross-tie the units are the main factors controlling the
supplied to the towers, and the possibility of cooling water supply rates to the units' heat
unsecured blowdown. exchangers and cooling towers under normal and

accident conditions. Inventory is controlled by a
The model has been used to determine the balance between evaporation rates, the number of

overall capabilities and vulnerabilities of the Byron operating fans, whether or not blowdown has been
Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS). It was determined that the secured, and basin make-up.
UHS is very reliable with respect to maintaining
acceptably low basin temperatures, requiring only at The time-dependent cooling tower model was
most two of eight operating cooling tower fans. developed to allow for an assessment of the overall
Further, when the two units have their Essential performance of the Byron UHS. For sequences of
Service Water (ESW) systems cross-tied, one of four events in which one or more ESW pumps are
ESW operating pumps is sufficient to handle the loads operating, the model determines the temperal
from the accident unit with the other unit proceeding response of both basin temperature and inventory to
to an orderly shutdown. The major vulnerability of the the highly transient containment heat loads that occur
Byron UHS is shown to be the ability to maintain under accident conditions. The LIHS model has been
inventory, although the time-scales for basin dry-out coupled directly with the MAAP code. This assures
are relatively long, being eight to twenty-one hours, that the containment and UHS responses to an
depending upon when blowdown is secured. accident are fully integrated: time-dependent

containment heat loads are provided as input to the
INTRODUCTION UHS model, while the UHS model provides feedback,

via time-dependent ESW temperature predictions, to
The ultimate heat sinks (UHS) for the dual unit heat rates from containment.

CECo Byron nuclear station are two sets of
mechanical forced-draft cooling towers. Each tower
consists of four cells containing fans, supply and
bypass lines, make-up capability and a large water
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UITIMATE HEAT SINK DESCRIPTION from a large LOCA is highly transient in nature,
peaking shortly after accident initiation and gradually

The Byron UHS is shared by both station units decreasing over tens of hours with decay heat. This
and is comprised of two mechanical draft counterflow fact led to development of a model which could
cooling towers. Each tower contains four identical account for time-varying basin temperatures and
cells, four fans, four sets of riser piping and valves, evaporation rates throughout the progress of a severe
and two bypass valves. A schematic of the principle accident. In turn, incorporating this model with other
components and flow paths showing how the UHS plant systems allowed for a realistic appraisal of
interfaces with the rest of the ESW system is given in integrated tower performance. By modifying the
Figure 1. standard representation of cooling tower performance,

as shown in Figure 2 the model is derived from a
Each of the eight cells have identical fill straightforward heat balance on the SX water

dimensions of 41 x 41 feet wide and feet deep. Air inventory.
is drawn into each cell on both sides, with end walls
preventing air entry at the end of each tower. Figure 2 displays the heat removal
Although the cold water basins are connected by an characteristics of a single cell in the conventional
overflow weir 64 fedt above the basin bottom, the manner, appropriate for evaluating steady state
towers can operate independently. Depending upon operation. For a given water flow-rate, the cold water
the required heat load and ambient weather temperature , is given as a function of the wet-bulb
conditions, the number of operating cells, i.e., the temperature, Tb, with the range R as an independent
number of open risers and running fans, varies parameter. For a time-varying heat load, the more
between zero and eight. The basins have separate appropriate independent parameter is the returning hot
discharge tunnels leading to the ESW pumps located water temperature, 7 given by the sum of the
in the Auxiliary Building basement, a run of piping supply, (i.e., basin), temperature, and the rise across

approximately one-quarter mile long. Under normal the heat load. This data is transformed to Figure 3,

operating conditions one ESW pump takes suction where now Th is the explicit independent variable, and

from Tower A and supplies Unit 1, and conversely, the remaining two parameters, flow and wet-bulb

another pump draws from the opposite tower to temperature, are fixed at appropriate values. A brief

supply Unit 2 (e.g., pumps A and 213). Cross-ties in discussion of the main principles and development of

both the cold water discharge and hot water return the model will now be given.

lines, however, permit operating any combination of

the pumps to supply the two units. Consider a basin of total mass M. at

temperature 7B with a mass flow rate of th circulating

The totar inventory of the UHS/ESW system is through the system. Because the cooled water enters

approximately 12 million gallons under normal the basin at T., performing a heat balance on this

conditions, with the basin containing 740 thousand mass yields the following first order differential

gallons, and the remainder distributed throughout the equation for the time rate of change of the basin

various piping and heat exchanger systems. Even temperature:

when no fans are operating this volume of water

represents a significant heat sink. With two pumps in dT8 fX T - TB)

operation the total volummetric flow rate is typically dt (1)
50,000 gallons per minute. The system inventory MB

then, is turned over once every 24 minutes. This time

delay, coupled with the large passive thermal capacity, The cold water temperature is equal to 7 minus the

results in a significant lag in the response of the temperature drop across the tower, shown in Figure 3,

towers to a rapidly varying accident heat load. and represented by

An extensive test program was undertaken to T, T� (2)
determine tower performance. Conducted over

several weeks, water and air flow rates, equivalent

heat loads and weather conditions, were allowed to The hot water temperature is then given by the sum of

vary over considerable ranges. Typical performance T, and the temperature rise across the heat load,

curves are shown in Figure 2, giving the cold water

temperature as a function of wet-bulb temperature Th = T,I9 + (3)
1hcunder different heat loads, for a given water flow rate.

These results are used in the development of the

transient UHS model discussed below. where C is the specific heat of water. For the case

where aland A � are approximated by piecewise

TIME-DEPENDENT COOLING TOWER MODEL linear functions, and A-f,, is treated as a constant, the

above equation has an analytical solution.

The heat load supplied to the SX cooling towers
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Figure 4 shows an example of evaporation, ., nearby Rock River. As well, non-safety-related make-
as a function, again, of the hot water temperature, up is also continuously in service to maintain a
given that the water flow rate and t are fixed. The constant inventory against blowdown and evaporative
basin inventory is then described by the following: losses. Securing of blowdown and the initiation of

dM8 alternate make-up sources are controlled by operations
= lhm. OM - 1h., (4) personnel or automatic actions. The model allows for

dt these actions to take place at any time over the
course of an accident.

where Ih,, and l,, are the make-up and blowdown
rates, respectively. The above four relations can now RESULTS
be solved by normal numerical integration methods,
for non-linear functions 4 r� and heat loads, yielding The UHS transient model has been used
r,9 and M. as a function of time. The preceding extensively in the Byron Station IPE project, and

describes the conceptual framework for assessing examples of the results will now be addressed.
integrated cooling tower reliability and performance in Interfacing with the MAAP program, the combined
a lumped parameter model. Extensions accounting for system was used in evaluations covering both core
geometrical and physical plant characteristics, varying damage accidents and the containment structural
flows dependent upon line-up, timing of make-up and response to such events, (Level I and 11 evaluations).
blowdown, and individual tower responses, will now Success criteria runs determined the number of
be discussed. operating ESW pumps and tower fans, as well as the

mission times of the make-up pumps, required to
The values of ESW flows to and from the basins avoid core damage. In post-core-damage with vessel

are given by a bench-marked flow-series model. Test rupture sequences, the UHS model provides
data used to calibrate this representation of the temperature feedback to heat removal systems which
ESW1UHS system included pump curve data, flows impacts the time-scales for containment failure. The
and differential pressures under different combinations focus here, however, is mainly on the Level I results,
of operating pumps, heat exchangers, and varying as follows.
numbers of open riser valves of both cooling towers.
Downstream of the pumps the coolant is directed to Figure shows the time history of the averaged
several heat exchangers of both units, including the basin temperature for a large LOCA sequence. With
most significant ones of the accident unit. The heat one ESW pump supplying a total of 35,000 gpm to
load absorbed in these heat exchangers is then the two units, and both trains of containment fan
dependent upon both the magnitude and the supply coolers removing the attendant mass/energy release, a
temperature of these flows. single operating cell of four receiving wter, is shown

sufficient to maintain the basin temperature below the
The heat loads delivered from containment to acceptance value of 1200F. In this run make-up is

the ESW system via the heat exchangers traverse a assumed operable thereby maintaining a constant LIHS
substantial length of pipe before reaching the cooling inventory. This result, that a single fan satisfies
tower spray headers. Time delays due to these pipe containment heat removal requirements, is due in large
lengths are determined for the individual pipe volumes part to the transient treatment of the cooling tower
and volumetric flow rates. The time delays are performance; steady state analysis would have
accounted for by tracking temperature profiles within predicted a higher unacceptable value closer to
the various pipe segments. 1500F.

The towers are modeled as separate entities An eample of loss of inventory is shown in
with specific performance dependent upon the flow Figure 6 where one of the basins dries out at
rate per cell and the return temperature, i.e., curves approximately 21 hours after initiation of a large LOCA
such as shown in Figures 4 and are tailored for each sequence. The system configuration for this case is
tower dependent upon details of the chosen accident that of two operating ESW pumps, two tower fans,
scenario. Also, because in degraded conditions there maximum heat load with all containment fan coolers
may be between zero and four fans in operation on a operating, blowdown secured for the accident
given tower, allowance is made for non-operating cells duration, and no make-up available. It should be
in which limited heat removal would be observed. For noted that this is a conservative estimate of the time
the basins, separate temperatures and inventories are required for declaring loss of inventory, as no credit
evaluated at each time step. Further, because they was taken for the volume of water in the suction
are connected by a weir approximately 64 feet above piping. In excess of 1 00,000 gallons, this additional
the bottom, overflow between the basins is also inventory is available because the pumps are located
accounted for. Inventory is considered lost whenever 70 feet below the basin, i.e., no pump net suction
one of the basins is completely empty. Under normal head problems would arise for an additional hours.
operating conditions blowdown is always in service to Hence, it is clear, that a rather long period of time is
prevent silt build-up because its source of water is the available for accident management intervention.
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The last example shows the decrease in basin
level subject to the combined effects of blowdown,
evaporation and make-up, Figure 7 The sequence is a Basin A r A Tower Basin 

dual-unit loss of offsite power, with core damage
reventually occurring due to an RCP seal LOCA after

loss of UHS inventory. One pump and one tower fan
Make-Up

are operating to remove the decay heat derived from Ila 10

all fan coolers and the RHR system being in service. B

Additionally, a significant operator error is assumed,

that of failing to secure blowdown, although this is a 2A IA la E

procedurally directed action. With blowdown at 560 1 1 1 1

gpm, and evaporative losses at approximately 300

gpm, basin dry out could be expected at hours

without any make-up source. An automatic start of

the emergency diesel-driven make-up pumps occurs,

however, at a level reached two hours into the event.

Assuming that only one of the two pumps starts, and

runs for a mission time of six hours at the rated flow Figure Schematic of ESW/UHS System

of 1 500 gpm, basin dry out is delayed to 1 8 hours,

Core damage is then predicted by the MAAP program

at 26 hours.
WATER FLOW RATE 0333 GPM

CONCLUSIONS III I I till limit II

11 H ill

The Byron Station ultimate heat sink has been [II little[ 40

evaluated as an integral part of the IPE/PRA project. It- 30

One of the primary tools employed was a recently

developed model of the cooling towers, which

realistically accounted for the impact of time-varying

heat loads on basin temperature and inventory. This
till

model was coupled to the MAAP program, thereby

allowing inherent temperature feedback effects on

containment heat removal rates to be assessed.

Primarily though, it was used to assess the

vulnerabilities and success requirements of the UHS
cooling tower system. The results of this so to es to Fs

investigation showed that the Byron LIHS is a robust WETBULB TEMPERATURE n

system, which functions satisfactorily even under Figure 2 Byron Cooling Tower Performance Curve

highly degraded conditions during severe accidents.

Further, the time-scales for deleterious effects on the

plant due to ultimate system failure, are relatively

long. Accident Management schemes to restore

inventory make-up, the most significant potential

system weakness, should therefore have a high VU

probability of success.
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Figure 3 UHS Cooling Tower Performance Curve
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Figure 4 UHS Tower Evaporation Rate Figure 7 Basin Level During RCP Seal LOCA and
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